Budget Narrative – June 30, 2021
This month’s report is taken from the June 30th snapshot in the 2020-21 fiscal year, in which the
operational budget shows an available balance of $1,201,759. It is important to note that the
last certified payroll has not yet been reversed in the encumbrances amount; it is therefore
subtracted twice from the remaining balance. We are waiting to reverse the encumbrance until
the summer teacher pays have all been posted. You will see I have manually adjusted the total
to show a more accurate current snapshot – a current surplus of $3,451,104. We still have
much work to do before we can report an EOY balance – not all revenues have been received,
and we are still awaiting final invoices from many of our vendors. In addition, we are working
to complete all transfers out to other funding sources and EOY payroll adjustments. Currently,
we anticipate we will exceed a 2 % surplus.
We will make a formal request to the City Board of Finance to set aside 2% of our g/f budget
($2,380,4440) to roll to our 2022-23 budget development; and we plan on requesting use of
additional surplus monies to support future needs such as the start-up costs at both BCHS and
BEHS for a Culinary Program (requires specific ventilation of equipment installed), a Cyber
Security Program (requires a separate network to protect the City’s network); Adaptive
Playground Equipment at MTV, Digital Storage for student records at the high schools.
Cafeteria Report - Food Service
At this time, the cafeteria fund is running a deficit of $244,506. We do have one remaining
payroll to process for the last week of June – I estimate this will alter the deficit amount by
approximately $10K. Reminder, monies allocated to the district through ESSER II funding may
be used to offset the cafeteria deficit. We anticipated a $250K cafeteria deficit at the time of
the authoring of the grant, and will land very close to this estimate. I want to recognize the
work that went into adjusting the amount of prepared food on a daily basis in response to inschool enrollment and attendance, and the close monitoring and adjusting of food inventory
and orders which were kept well under the amount originally budgeted. This work was crucial
to minimizing the amount of a most certain operating deficit.

Below is a comparison of monthly federal reimbursements, comparing FY2020 to FY2021:
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In total, the difference in federal funding from last year, is $219,518 below the 2019-20 school
year as of June 30th.
During the month of June, students attending in school were served 21,378 breakfasts and
38,268 lunches. This includes a total of 724 breakfast and 724 lunches served at Imagine
Nation, Bristol Boys & Girls Club and Cambridge Park satellite serving sites.
Appropriations & Transfers
The following monies were transferred to Athletic Supplies HS to support the purchase of
athletic equipment:
• $16,260 from Athletic Supplies MS
The following monies were transferred to Co-Curricular Stipends to support Curriculum work:
• $2,784 from OTL Instructional Supplies
The following monies were transferred to Printing & Binding to support Artwork for the Art
Festival:
• $111 from Office Supplies - Instruction
The following monies were transferred to Professional Services to support fees invoiced:
• $300 from Field Trips - Instruction
The following monies were transferred to DW Equipment - Technology to support a batch
repair order for several student devices:
•

$44,067 from Equipment - Technology from IVY, STAF, EDGE, HUBB, MTV, SSS,
NEMS, CHMS, BCHS, BEHS, GH & WB

